Daily
Discovering the lakes
!

Itinerary
!

1. Monte Nuovo - 2. Averno Lake - 3. Mirabilis Pool
- 4. Fusaro Lake and Casina Vanvitelliana
9.30 a.m. Departure from the Oasis of Monte Nuovo
The eruption of Monte Nuovo was an exceptional and unique event that hit the Campi Flegrei in historical era.
The Lucrino Lake was modified, in fact at first it was connected to the Averno Lake by an artificial canal.
Because of bradyseism, the lake was submerged by the sea in the 10th - 11th century with the consequent
retreat of the coastline. In the following centuries, the soil began to rise under the pressure of endogenous
energy and re-emerged a long stretch of coast, where tectonic phenomena gradually manifested, culminating
with the eruption of the volcano. Subsequently, the bulge crumbled and an explosive hole opened, from which
the erupted materials (stones, lapilli and ashes) formed just over three days the crater hill, that was called
Monte Nuovo by contemporaries.
Averno Lake is located in the middle of an ancient volcanic crater and has a perimeter of 2,86 Km. In the center
it is about 34 metres deep. The Averno (from Greek “aornos” = without birds, because they died flying over
there due to the mephitic exhalations of many fumaroles) was considered the entrance of Hades and a
consecrated place to infernal divinity. So, the religion of the oracle started and spread and from here Ulysses
went to look for Teresia. Here Enea came to look for the Sybil. No lake like the Averno has been celebrated and
consecrated in the human history.
During the fight between Octavian and Pompey, Agrippa – brilliant strategist of Octavian – transformed the lake
into a safe harbour, connecting it to the sea by a canal; a shipyard to repair ships of the powerful Roman fleet,
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creating a port (portus Julius) with grain storage and maritime works, so in that way he also realized an
underground tunnel to connect Averno and Cuma. It will be possible to enjoy a pleasant walk along the banks of
the lake and reach the foot of the Apollo’s Temple.
Lunch break
We continue towards Miseno until we reach the Mirabilis Pool: a great tank built during the Augustan period to
supply the fleet of Miseno, Classis Praetoria Misenensis. Excavated entirely in the tufa, it is characterized by a
unique majestic and suggestive location, such as to resemble an underground cathedral. 70x25,5 meters for a
height of 15 meters, it has five naves with a barrel vault and four rows of twelve pillars with a cruciform plan, in
the middle a settling tank and it was the final point of the Serino aqueduct.
Visit to Fusaro Lake and the Casina Vanvitelliana (from outside)
Located in the North of Naples, in the territory of the municipality of Bacoli, Fusaro Lake was most often
classified as a lake of sea bar by geographers. The ancients called it “swamp Acherusia”, also deified and
house of the Underworld. In 1752 king Charles of Bourbon bought and included it among the royal properties.
King Charles and his son Ferdinand, hunting enthusiasts, built beautiful residences in wooded areas and
suitable for the purpose as the Astroni, Fusaro and others.
But Charles III improved the Fusaro Lake with its banks, creating in the middle an “octagonal house” on a
natural granite level: the Casina Vanvitelliana.
The son Ferdinand IV in 1782 assigned the architect Carlo Vanvitelli, son of the most famous Luigi (author of
the Royal Palace of Caserta), to project and realize the hunting residence, the royal casina of Fusaro. Six small
houses were built on the ground floor for the royal stable, a “tavern for guests who went for leisure”, the ancient
mouth of Torre Gaveta was restored, and the cultivation of oysters increased “making the king go crazy” so that
himself participated in the sale of Fusaro’s fish and oysters.
Towards the bank of the lake “were built several buildings, one called Baraccone, which included a large
canopy supported by aches and pillars to shelter boats and fishing gear to one of the royal family”; and another
one named Cassone to keep fish alive for sale. Thanks to the genius of Vanvitelli, the old guardian’s
accommodation became the “real casino” in the middle of Fusaro. Two floors and at first the transhipment was
possible by boats, before a wooden pier was built.

02:30 p.m. End of our services
⚠- To op&mize the organiza&on, we reserve the right to manage the sequence of visits at our discre&on.
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